Introduction to Cuda Visualization
The CUDA programming paradigm is NVidia's development tool which is used to
enable advanced computer processing on their GPGPU (General Purpose graphics
Processing Units) architecture. Due to the advanced capabilities of these cards it can
enable us to carryout out advanced visualization at fast rates using single or multiple
GPGPU configuration on a system. This tutorial will carry through the different steps
needed to configure the Nvidia K40 on Clemson's palmetto cluster to carry out
visualization on your machine.

Graphical Application Tunnelling on Palmetto
In order for us to use palmetto to run these graphic visualizations we need to
enable x11 tunneling to provide the user with the visual results of the executed code or
applications. This method “forwards’ or “tunnels” graphical data to your system from the
palmetto cluster by starting a “x-server” that pulls the visual data onto your system. In
order to enable this tunnelling via X-server; this tutorial will provide different setup
instructions derived from the Palmetto user guide for Mac, Windows and Linux systems.
If you have already installed tunneling from the palmetto user guide; you can skip ahead
to Cuda software Requirements.

Windows 10 x11 Setup:
Unlike Mac and Linux systems, windows by default does not come with any built
in x11 or ssh client to connect to palmetto ( Using the newly integrated bash you can
ssh but there are stability issues as of when this documentation is being created.). As a
result of this you will need to install a x11 tunnelling client; and the recommended
software by palmetto is Xming as listed below with url.
● Xming, Windows-based X-server (http://www.straightrunning.com/XmingNotes
and select "Xming" under Public Domain Releases)
The following are screenshots of installing Xming with the selection of installing the
putty ssh tool. Based on a few installations on different systems this combination of
putty and xming has been the most stable on windows 10 at the time of writing this
tutorial.

